
Working Capital Fund Space usage as at 16/2/22, with calculation of sums
due per month from 1 February 2022

 Total PCC IYC
50% reduction until review at 2022 AGM: Monthly 2,762 1,065 1,697





Sectio
n

Area 
m²

Length 
m

Width 
m
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5

A 1896 79 24 1
B 48 8 6 1
C 77 11 7 1
D 108 18 6 1
E 6 3 2 1
F 8 4 2 1
G 1560 52 30 1

H 630 42 30
0.
5

I 24 8 6
0.
5

J 38 19 4
0.
5

K 152 19 8 1
L 696 29 24 1
Total 5243 100%   
PCC 2021 39%   
IYC 3222 61%   

 Total PCC IYC
Total Expenses less Maintenance & Improvements 2020 326,642   
Total Expenses less Maintenance & Improvements 2021 336,285   
Average Total Expenses less Maintenance & Improvements 331,464   
1/5 of Average Total Expenses less Maintenance & Improvements 66,293   
Annual revenue if 100% space used 66,293   
Area of space used m² 5243 2021 3222
% space use 100% 39% 61%
Annual revenue to be realised from space used 66,293 25,554 40,739
Monthly revenue to be realised from space used 5,524 2,129 3,395
50% reduction until review at 2022 AGM: Annual 33,146 12,777 20,370
50% reduction until review at 2022 AGM: Monthly 2,762 1,065 1,697

One physical measurement was missed at the time – the section shown as 30m, and this was
estimated from the scale diagram and found to be either 30 or 31m as the exact position of 
the corner was not clear on the satellite image used. The benefit of the doubt was given and 
30m used for calculations here, and a later physical check may show that 31m is correct.



Fencing

Note: The section of common fencing between PCC and IYC sections is not 
considered/included in these figures.

 Common External Internal

Exter
nal 
plus 
Inter
nal

PCC N/A 103 13 116
IYC N/A 134 72 206

 PCC has 103m of fencing along the external boundary and IYC has 134m.

 PCC also has a 13m internal section behind their newest racks. 

 IYC also has 72m of internal section along the ZSC carpark and then alongside the 
path to the PCC racks.

Additional Notes:

1. Measurements are plus/minus and to the nearest metre.

2. They have been checked for correlation against the measurements (which are also 
plus/minus) in the plans provided by the CoCT as part of the lease agreement.

3. Any changes should be made in one or two straight lines either parallel or 
perpendicular to the long western boundary.

4. Where there are no fences the boundary should be easily and obviously visible.

5. The Constituent Club making any changes is wholly responsible for measuring these 
up and notifying ExCo by the 15th of the month to allow time to be approved and 
checked so they come into operation from the first day of the following month.

6. Failure to comply with timelines in point 5 above means that any changes in amounts
due are then deferred for an additional month and the Constituent Club is solely 
liable for all amounts due.

From the minutes of the 2020 AGM:

Implementation

1. Confirmation of areas occupied and amounts due

At the beginning of January 2021, a physical check will be done to confirm the extent 
of areas occupied within fixed (e.g. fences) and temporary (i.e. where there is no 
fence/wall) boundaries.

This will be rounded up to the nearest 1% of total space available.

By 15 January the monthly amounts due will be calculated and the information 
distributed amongst ExCo by email.



2. Payments

Payments for each month to be paid in advance by the first day of each month.

First payment will be due by 1 February 2021 for that month.

3. Adjustment according to latest AGM Financial Statements

The Treasurer will advise at each AGM what the latest expense-based figures are and 
what future payments are to be.

Revised payments to be effective from the next payment due after the AGM.

After the first year, to allow for changes in inflation and in proportions of total space 
used, consideration should be given to try and ensure that the future contributions 
cover the previous year’s Special Levy payments. It may then be necessary to 
calculate using a different fraction of Total Expenses less Repairs and Maintenance 
(e.g. change from 1/10 to 1/5)

4. Changes in space usage

Expansions are to be approved by ExCo; contractions will simply require formal 
notification to ExCo. 

Revised contributions to be effective from the next payment due after approval 
granted/notice received.

Should an unapproved expansion occur, additional full month’s FRF contributions will
be due for that area and be paid in arrears by the first day of the following month. 
Calculations of area will be rounded up to the nearest 1% of total area.

5. Temporary Use of Land Reserve for Events

This is be approved by ExCo.

To be calculated in the normal manner and the equivalent of a full month’s FRF 
contributions paid in advance at the beginning of the month.

The period of right to use this area will be limited to three days before and three days
after the event.

(This will allow for use of the area for multiple events within a given month.)

6. Other Contributions

If the FRF is ring-fenced, it would be possible to ensure that revenue from fund-
raising events or any contributions made by members or outsiders towards this are 
allocated specifically to the fund.


